THE BRAZILIAN
INSURANCE SECTOR

The insurance activity
The growing demand in recent decades and the grand numbers of the sector
demonstrate the vitality, importance and strategic character of the insurance activity
in the Country. The Brazilian insurance sector is leader in premiums in Latin America,
accounting for nearly 44% of the region’s sales (or US$ 57.6 billion, according to 2020
data), and ranks 18th globally.
Given the considerable incoming revenues, the sector is one of the Country’s most
important institutional investors, corresponding to approximately 23.4% of the national
public debt, funds amassed to restore assets and ensure income and wealth to families.
The sector’s assets now exceed R$ 1.63 trillion, and broke a new record last year.
Currently, the sector’s business volume corresponds to approximately 6.4% of the
GDP, including Private Healthcare, or 3.5%, without those companies’ premiums. In
2021, the total annual contracts reached R$ 306.3 billion (ex- Private Healthcare and
DPVAT), a two-digit growth of exactly 11.9% compared to the previous fiscal year. In
actual terms, it recorded a 3.3% growth, featuring amongst the activities with the
highest recovery power in an enormously complex setting.
Throughout the world, the insurance sector enjoys immense prestige and trust by
governments, business owners and the population at large, for bringing together two
unique characteristics: protecting risks in other economic activities by covering assets,
businesses and incomes; and, through its technical reserves, funding various segments
from its operations in the financial market.

Financial assets amounting to
R$ 1,63 trillion in reserves = 23,4%
of the aggregate Brazilian public debt.

Annual revenues from
premiums represent about

6,4% of the GPD

draws, and medical and dental expenses, totaling R$ 398.2 billion in 2021, exceeds
the yearly budget of large and small cities and the funds allocated to some of the
most important Ministries. That overarching protection assures, amongst other
factors, the restitution of financial losses, business recovery and stability of families.
All those peculiarities make the insurance sector impactful for the economy by fostering
its development; for the Brazilian society by reducing exposures; and for infrastructure
by mitigating risks.

Therefore, the expansion of the insurance sector is an important asset to unburden
the State, as there is insurance for everything and everyone. From products with
complementary assistance coverage, such as private healthcare and complementary
retirement schemes, in line with the national agenda of structural reforms, to the line of
dozens of coverage types to protect and shelter all social classes, especially the most
vulnerable, through microinsurance policies.
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Claims, compensations, redemptions, prize
draws, medical and dental expenses
Life Insurance

Private Healthcare

R$ 208.3 billion

R$ 22.5 billion

(52,3%)

(5,6%)

Capitalization with
Prize Draws

Life & Private
Pension Plans

R$ 20.5 billion

R$ 101.8 billion

(5,1%)

(25,5%)

Property & Casualty

R$ 45.9 billion

Total

R$ 393,2 billion

(11,5%)

Insurance market composition
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Institutional Representation

The Brazilian Insurance Sector

The Insurance Education Program was created to disseminate the insurance culture
in Brazil – one of CNseg’s strategic pillars.
Since its creation in 2016, the program has conducted countless institutional
communication actions on social media, organized workshops, produced booklets,
guidelines, playbooks, amongst other initiatives designed to provide structured
information to all audiences, helping in the decision to choose and buy appropriate
protection solutions to health, assets, wealth and income.
The actions aim at expanding the knowledge of consumers, members of the
Executive, Legislative and Judiciary Powers, consumer defense agencies, press and
remaining stakeholders.

The Program articulates the Confederation’s institutional communication efforts, which include projects
and activities such as:
Conjuntura CNseg
Studies

MISSION
Contribute with the development
of the private insurance system,
represent its affiliates, and
disseminate the insurance
culture, thus fostering the
progress of Brazil.

Events
Insurance Glossary
Booklets
Presence on social media
Facebook, Linkedin,
YouTube and Instagram

VISION
Be acknowledged as an efficient
representative of a healthy and
innovative private insurance
sector, committed to society.

CNseg Portal
Rádio CNseg
with podcast-format programs

VALUES
Ethics and Transparency.

Insurance Magazine
(Revista de Seguros)

Appreciation of Associates.
Balance in Consumer Relations.

Legal Insurance Magazine

(Revista Jurídica de Seguros)

Solidarity and Mutuality.
Environmental and social
responsibility, as well as
in governance.

CNseg – The National Insurance Confederation is a private non-profit that operates
nationwide, whose members are the Federations that represent the companies operating in the segments of General Insurance, Private Pension and Life Insurance, Private
Healthcare and Capitalization with Prize Draws.

Represents the Property and
Casualty Insurance segments.

Represents insurance companies
specialized in Healthcare and
the leading private HMOs
providing medical, hospital
and dental coverage.

www.cnseg.org.br

Represents the Personal Insurance
segment, including life insurance
and private pension plans.

Represents the Capitalization with
Prize Draws segment, including
wealth-accumulation and business
solutions with prize draws.

